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OMEyears ago, in compliance with the directions of the

Secretary of State for the Colonies, a system was adopt-

ed by the Grovernment of the Straits Settlements for

the spelling of native names, in which a want of con-

formity was complained of. It is convenient and desira-

ble that there should be some standard for the spelling of names

which may appear in official correspondence, which may be printed

in Bine-books, and quoted in Parliament. But a system may satis-

factorily secure uniformity which may nevertheless be wanting on

the score of scholarship, and, unless sound in the latter respect, it

will not answer the purposes of the philologist or geographer.

The adoption of the Grovernment system by the Council of the

Straits Branch, Boyal Asiatic Society, as that which members are

invited to adopt,* lays it open to their criticism. It may be ques-

tioned if it is satisfactory from a scientific point of view, or in ac-

cordance with principles of true scholarship. Two distinct sub-

jects —transliteration and pronunciation —are confused, and the re-

port which deals with them does not sufficiently distinguish between

instructions how to spell and instructions how to pronounce.

* " Malay and English Spelling," Journal of the Straits Branch
of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. I., p. 45.
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The subject is a difficult one. Marsden, Crawfurd and Logan
have failed to find a satisfactory settlement of it, but I do not think

that the last word on it has yet been said. The following remarks

on the transliteration and pronunciation of Malay words ar3 offered

to the Society with the view of drawing the attention of the Coun-

cil to the advisability of the adoption for literary and scientific

purposes of some better system of rendering Malay words in Ro-

man letters than that hitherto recommended.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

There are two objects to be kept in view in deciding upon a

system by which to render Malay in Roman characters :

—

1st. To obtain a faithful transliteration of the Malay charac-

ter.

2nd. To clothe the words in such a form that they may be

pronounced correctly by an English reader.

The first regards letters before sounds, the second regards

sounds before letters.

Either of these objects may be attained separately, but to com-

bine both without perplexing the reader is more difficult of accom-

plishment. If the reproduction in some form or other of native

letters (for some of which the English alphabet has no equivalent)

is too exclusively attended to, the result may sometimes be a word

which is difficult of pronunciation to the uninitiated. Crawfurd
claims the advantage of simplicity for his system, yet few persons

probably would recognise in S'ex * the commonArabic word Sheikh.

On the other hand, if the system be purely phonetic, the ear must

be entirely depended on ; sounds which nearly approach each other

will be mistaken one for another, and persons professing to use the

same system will very likely spell words differently.

Another important point must be borne in mind. Malay con-

tains a large number of pure Sanskrit and Arabic words ; it is

necessary, therefore, to avoid any serious departure from the prin-

ciples sanctioned by European scholarship of transliterating those

languages. Any system of spelling Malay would be discredited

# Crawfurd' s Dictionar
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which should present common Sanskrit and Arabic words in un-

couth forms hardly recognisable to students of those languages.

It is submitted, therefore, that in a really sound system of

Eomanised Malay, —(1) the native spelling must be followed as far

as possible: (2) educated native pronunciation must be followed in

supplying vowels which are left unwritten in the native character

;

(3) native pronunciation may be disregarded where the written

version is not inconsistent with the true pronunciation of a Sans-

krit or xVrabic word.

Examples :

—

1. (jj\* Marl, come. (Here the four letters r,\, a, r and i

exactly transliterate the four native letters).

2. «*Uj Tampang, a coin.

Tampong, a patch.

Tempting, a game.

Tempang, lame.

Tampang, to lodge.

These five words are spelt in the same way in the native character,

in which only the consonants, t mpn <j, are written. Regard must,

therefore, be had to pronunciation in assigning the proper vowels

to them when rendered in Roman letters.

3. {jjii* Mantri, a minister. This word is pronounced by

Malays Wntri, as if there were no definite vowel between the m
and n, but its Sanskrit origin shews clearly that a is the vowel

which ought to be supplied.

^j jil ; \j£ Putra, a prince, Putri, a princess; in these words.,

too, the vowel-sound in the penultimate is indefinite, but the vowel

u is properly supplied, both being common Sanskrit words ; to write

them petra and petri would be to disguise their origin.

Vowels.

The difficulty of arriving at a satisfactory system of translitera-

tion of Malay is caused partly by the insufficiency of the Arabic

vowels to render the Malay vowel-sounds.

The vowels borrowed from the Arabic are four :

—

1 Alif, a, as the amfather. jAj bdniak, many, much, very
j
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*V lama length of time.

j Watt, 5, u, as the o in nose and the u in frttf#. j!^' ioM,

to push
; ^f guna, quality, use.

<j Ya, e, 1, as the e in fife and the double e in thee. ±~) beda,

difference
; ^) bini, wife.

c J.iw, 'a, 'e, 'i, 'u. This vowel conveys a deep and some-

what nasal sound which must be heard to be understood
; examples :

j+e. 'iimur, life, age
; Jis 'akal, mind, intelligence ; As. Hlmu, science.

These are always long. A short vowel is not written. In

Arabic indeed it may be denoted by what are called vowel-points

placed above and below the consonants, but vowel-points have

been generally adopted in Malay, and the short vowels are left to

be supplied by the reader like vowels in our ordinary short-hand.

To shew how completely the use and the accentuation of the

vowels in Arabic differ from Malay, to which language nevertheless

the Arabic alphabet (with some additions) has been applied, it is

only necessary to examine a passage of iirabic transliterated in the

Eoman character, e. g., an extract from the Kur'an or from any

other book, or to hear it correctly read.

The majority of the words, it will be found, end in open vow-

els, and in pronunciation the long vowels are strongly accentuated.

A short e is of rare occurrence.

Take a sentence of equal length in Malay ; it will be remarked

that most of the words end in consonants, the exceptions being

generally words of Sanskrit or other foreign origin, in many words

the nominally short vowels, namely those not written, will have

equal value in pronunciation with those which are written, and a

sound which corresponds closely with the short e in the English

words belong, bereft is abundant.

In writing Malay, therefore, the Arabic alphabet has to express

sounds very different from those of the language to which it

belongs.

The short e in Malay is often " a distinct and peculiar sound,

which has a separate character to represent it in the Javanese

alphabet,"* but for which there is no particular sign in the Perso-

* Ckawfukd, Malay Grammar, p. 4,
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Arabic alphabet used by the Malays.

This sound can only be expressed in Arabic writing by the

vowel-point called fathali (Malay, baris di-atas) ; it is a dash

placed over the consonant to which the vowel belougs. The parti-

cles her-, ter- would be written^_j', j_> .

(The fathali, however, denotes a short a as well as a short c

" '^
as kapada «x_a_S )

.

In the words sembah, salutation, homage, bendang, a rice-field,

senduJc, a spoon, the first syllables are not pronounced like the

English words gem, men. An indefinite sound is given to the

syllables mentioned, as if it were attempted to pronounce the two

consonants without an intervening vowel, s'mbali, b'ndang, s'nduk.

Some English scholars seeking a satisfactory mode of render-

ing Malay in Eoman letters have attempted to do what the Malays
have not thought it necessary to do for themselves, namely to de-

note this peculiar vowel-sound by a particular sign. Crawfurd
professed to distinguish it by a; Keasberry wrote u ; there is per-

haps good reason for this in works intended for the use of students

beginning the study of the language, vocabularies, grammars and
the like. But the authors of the Government spelling-system, who
selected e to express the sound in question, might have spared

themselves this additional vowel-symbol.

As we have seen above, this sound can only be expressed in

writing by Malays by the fathali, short a or short e. Whynot be
satisfied with a or e to express it in English ? This is quite suffi-

cient for purposes of transliteration, and scientific men do not want
to burden their text with accents to denote sounds not expressed in

the native text. "We do not distinguish by a different sign each of

the numerous ways of pronouncing e in the English or French
language.

Once quit the safe ground of transliteration and trust to that

uncertain guide —the ear —and all chance of uniformity is at an eud.

Let us see how the systems mentioned above have worked in prac-

tice. Take, for instance, the short syllable sa, which, is frequently

found as the first syllable of Malay words. The authorities who
have been quoted are not agreed when to give the syllable the
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force of the vowel a and when to introduce their signs for the pecu-

liar vowel-sound which they want to represent.

Keasberry writes samoa and sakarang, but sublali, sadikit and

subab.

Crawfuri) writes sahenar, sdbdb, sadikit and sadikit, sakarang

and sakarang, sanibilan and sdmbilan ; one word is spelt in four

different ways, sdpdrti, sapdrti, sapurti and sdpurti ; he introduces

the vowel in a curious manner in the Sanskrit words srigala, which

lie spells sdrigala, and sloka, which he spells sdlolca. The short

vowels in the Sanskrit word sdbda and the Arabic word sdbtii are

represented in different ways.

The Spelling Committee of the Straits Settlements write

Selangor, Sarawak and sembilan, though it is not clear why sa is

allowed to stand in Sarawak while Salangor is held to be wrong.

The adoption of the syllable se in sembilan (nine) is still more sin-

gular, for the vowel is clearly a, sambilan being derived from sa-

-ambil-an, " one taken away (from ten)." In most instances this

initial syllable is derived from the Sanskrit sa or sam (with) and

it cannot be right to render it by se or se, which do not more

nearly approach the Malay pronunciation than sa.

Many other instances might be given. I have seen in Govern-

ment publications the name of the Malay State " Patani," spelt

" Pctani." Yet it can hardly be said that there is good reason for

departing from the established mode of spelling this word (which

has been spelt "Patani" from the days of James I.), when it is

remembered that the Malay historical work called Sajarah Malayu

says that the state was called after a fisherman who had a son

called Tani and was therefore called Pa-Tani (Tani's father). How-
ever absurd this derivation may be, its occurrence in a purely na-

tive work is at all events conclusive as to the pronunciation of the

first syllable.

SYSTEMPROPOSED.

Vowels.

The only use of the accents which will be inserted is to denote

that the vowel is expressed in the Malay text. No sign will be used
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to denote the accentuation of any particular syllable ; translitera-

tion, not pronunciation,, is the first object to be kept in view. For

general purposes, the accents may be omitted at option. It cannot

matter whether oU , the eye, is rendered mdta or mata. Thus :

—

a corresponds with \ written in Malay, as ^U pagan.

a and e correspond with fathali where the vowel is omitted, as

Asr 3 panjahg, ^Sj*j>. ber-cherei.

i and e correspond with fj written in Malay, as u^ Vim, (Js.-

~kechel\

i and e correspond with lecsrah where the vowel is omitted, as

cjj^ (Uncling. j2&> zaliir, ,jjU pdtelc.

ii and 6 correspond with j written in Malay, as ojj Mta, kzy

bohong.

it and o correspond with clammah where the vowel is omitted,

as e^~i' tuntut, jpji pondolc.

- The Greek rough breathing before a vowel denotes the pre-

sence of c a'm in the native writing, as Jlc
c

akal,y+s.
l umur ^jU*

ma1

alum.

DlPTHONGS.

ai corresponds with I and ^ when followed by a consonant,

as jj'b baih islAj naik.

an corresponds with j . asjljl pulau.

ei corresponds with ^, as ^j-j sungei.

Y and W.

Y should be written for ^ when it precedes or is preceded by

a long vowel, as /uU sayang : jii layar ; ^ bayang
; £>j* moyang

;

*lj> bvyong. Exception.. <_$ should never be rendered by iy for this

gives two letters to one Malay character where one letter is

sufficient; cL*» *iang, not s? y any ; &j~*» siohg not siyong,

Wshould be written for j when it precedes or is preceded by

a long vowel, as Ijb bawa ; ^jb kawan;
jj ?

V laioah.

Exception :
—

j should never be renderei by uiv, for this givers two letters to
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one Malay character and one sufficiently expresses the sound: oIjj

buat, not huwat ; y\£kuala, not huwala; ^\ji tuan, not tuwan.

Liquids.

The combination of two consonants the latter of which is a

liquid, which is so common in Aryan languages, is not to be found

in indigenous Malay words. Where it apparently occurs its pre-

sence is caused by the elision of the vowel in one of the Polynesian

prefixes her, ter, ka, sa, and pe.

There are, of course, plenty of Sanskrit words in Malay in which

the junction of two consonants, one being a liquid, occurs, such as

satru, indra, sri, mantri, but I believe that no instance of two con-

sonants sounded together can be pointed out in Malay which can-

not be accounted for either by foreign derivation or elision of the

vowel of a particle.

Malay is an agglutinative language, and many of its dissyllabic

radicals have been developed from monosyllables by the prefix of

particles. Their origin has been forgotten and by the gradual

growth of the language they may be now lengthened into words of

three, four and five syllables by the addition of prefixes and affixes,

each change giving fresh development to the simple idea embodied

in the radical.

To analyse the origin of indigenous Malay words and to get

some idea of their derivation, and of the connection between many
which present distinct forms and get obvious similarity, it is ne-

cessary to identify the agglutinative particles and to distinguish

them from the root. Where the syllables are distinct this is easy
;

in the words mekik, to cry out, to hoot
;

pekik, to squeal or scream

as a woman; berkik, the snipe, literally, the squeaker, —the common
root Jcik, and the agglutinative particles, me, pe, and her, are easily

distinguished.

But where the first letter of the root or radical is a liquid, there

is a tendency in pronunciation to blend with it the first letter of

the particle. Nevertheless, it is quite clear that in spelling such

words as pelniidok. the mouse-deer
;

pelantak, a ramrod; peluru, a
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ballet, —the full value of the particle should be shewn, and that

plantdk, plandoh an&phirti are incorrect and unseholarly.

Pe is the sign of a verbal noun. I do not know of any Malay

verb landok, but that the name of the mouse-deer is derived from

a word having something to do with rapidity of motion is sufficient-

ly shewn by the meanings of other words having the same root :

—

Lanchit and lonchat, to jump, spring.

Lanchar, quick, direct, fluent.

Lancliur, to flow, spurt out.

Lanjut, long, stretching forward.

Lantahj to strike home, transfix.

Lanting, to fling.

Langsong. to proceed direct, &c.

On the same principle, it is not incorrect to shew, by the in-

sertion of the rowel before the liquid, the existence of the forgotten

particle in the first syllable of such words as, bri (be-ri), give

;

blanja (bel-anja), expend: blanga (bel-anga), a cooking pot; trang

(te-rang), cleared; trima (te-rima), receive; trus (te-mts), through.*

* One advantage of inserting the vowel is that the separation of the

particle from the root renders apparent etymological features which
might otherwise be unsuspected. Thus, in the examples given above, the

same root may perhaps be detached in the Malay words for " give " and
" receive."

So the common derivation of belanga and other words having to do
with heat or burning becomes apparent :

—

Bel-anga, a cooking pot.

Hangat, hot.

Hang us, burnt, scorched.
Hangit, smell of something burning.

The meaning of ran or rang appears to be " to cut;" it occurs in such
words as, rantas, to cut a passage through jungle ; ranchong, to whittle to

a point, etc. ; terang, or trang, is " cleared," " cut away," and therefore

''clear," " plain ;" pa -rang, is " the cutter," the chopper or jungle-knife

used in agriculture.

Us, the root of term or trus, seems to convey the idea of admission
or penetration :

—

Terns, through.
Chelus, admissible.
Lulus, admissible, permissible.
Tumbus, pierced, perforated.
Halus, fine, slender.

Kurus, thin, &c.
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CONSONANTS.

The following are the consonants used in writing Malay with

the equivalents by which T propose to represent thern in Eoman
letters :

—

... b

... t

... s * in Arabic th, pronounced

as in thin.

... j

... ch

... h

... kh f

... d

... dh pronounced in Arabic like

tli in this.

r

z

s

... sh

«!
+

9 +

l-J ba

O ta

o sa

C

jim

cha

ha

kha

did

j> dhal

J ra

j zay

u*

iP

sin, sim

shin, shim

sad

dad

L ta ... ... t

]o za, zoi ... ... z

(in pronouncing this let-

ter the tongue touches

the back of the upper

front teeth).

jhrain- ... ... ghr ft

* Only two words are in commonuse in Malay which commence with
this letter, namely the names of the second and third days of the week.

t ~ is a strong guttural. It resembles the sound of cli, in the

Scotch word loch.

X fjo is a strongly articulated palatal s, somewhat like ssinhiss.

|| ^Js the true sound of this letter must be learnt by the ear.

It is like a strong d.

** ]? the power of this letter is that of z, pronounced with a

hollow sound from the throat.

ft p- is a hard guttural g. It somewhat resembles the sound of

the Northumbrian r.



... p

... k*

... k

d or / ga ... ... g baud.

9 Dgcl

\—i fa
A

L-9 pa

<3 kaf

6 kaf

** g a

J lam

r
mini

u nuu

j
wau

s, a.
,

ha

^ ya

L_J ma
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Ug

f

. .

.

m
. .

.

n

. .

.

w
... h

• • • y
... ni, ny, nia. m'a

Some of the foregoing letters represent sounds which do not

belong to the native Malay language, but which are found only in

words taken from Arabic. Uneducated Malays make little attempt

to pronounce them, but every boy who learns to read the Kur'an

has to do so and the present tendency of the language is to borrow

more and more from the Arabs.

f is almost always turned by Malays into a j) ; e. g., pikir for

filcir.

k and k are generally pronounced alike by Malays and kh is

not always distinguished from them.

o ; 0-, ye are all pronounced alike, as s, by the Malays.

In the same way little or no distinction is made in pronuncia-

tion between t and t. The letters denoted by d and z are generally

mispronounced by Malays, who sometimes render them by 7 and

sometimes, as do Muhammadans in Persia and India, by 2.

Spelling of Akabic \Yohds.

Certain rules remain to be noticed which should be observed

in transliterating Arabic words in Malay literature.

Al (el-) is assimilated before the solar letters, which are:

—

«^»> &> *, ^>jO> u»j cP> v°> u*j ^, k> J an( * O-

* j is a guttural k. This and the five preceding notes are

taken from Faris-El-Shidiac's Arabic Grammar.
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The other letters are called the lunar letters and do not assimi-

late the J, namely :

—

I, u, £, £, £, c, p, uJ, J, eC^, j, s, and ^.

Examples : -r-rah-mdni-r-rahim, the merciful, the compassionate
;

mdlilci yaumi-d-dln, the Lord of the Day of Judgment; aleyhi-s-sa-

lam, on him be peace. Proper names : Abdurrahman Dia-uddin.

The force of the orthographical sign called teshdid may be

rendered by doubling the consonants over which it is placed as tarn-

mat, finished; jannat, Paradise (lit. "the garden"), Muhammad,
Mohamed ; Sayyid, a descendant of the Prophet.


